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Kratek povzetek v slovenščini
Uvod
Namen magistrskega dela je razširitev nabora kazalnikov, s katerimi lahko ocenjujemo
učinkovitost vlaganj v EES (elektroenergetski sistem). Teza temelji na dveh ciljih: raziskati
tehnični vpliv nove investicije ter pridobiti korelacijo med tehničnim vplivom investicije in
ceno investicije (tehnični vpliv na denarno enoto). Torej, glavni cilj je oceniti učinkovitost
vlaganj na osnovi novih uvedenih kazalnikov, ki temeljijo na obravnavanem tehničnem učinku
(zmanjševanje izgub delovne, jalove in navidezne moči ter izboljšanje napetostnega profila).
Kazalniki se imenujejo RPI (kazalnik izgub delovne moči), QPI (kazalnik izgub jalove moči),
API (kazalnik izgub navidezne moči) in VPI (kazalnik izboljšave napetostnega profila). Da bi
dosegli cilje, je predlagana nova, izboljšana metoda za oceno učinkovitosti vlaganj v
elektroenergetski sistem. Pridobitev kazalnikov temelji na podobnem pristopu in teku
algoritma, vendar so bistvene razlike glede tehničnega vidika, na katerega se nanašajo. Na drugi
strani bi lahko poskrbeli za dokaz za upravičenost in smiselnost izvedenih vlaganj ter za
predvlagateljske raziskave. Metoda temelji na različnih simulacijah preizkusnega omrežja z
različnimi obratovalnimi stanji (z Monte Carlo), in sicer za vsako uro v enem letu (8760 ur) ter
za vsako investicijo posebej. To pomeni, da določeno investicijo vključimo v izhodiščnem
omrežju in simuliramo različna obratovalna stanja za določene periode in opazujemo razmerje
med tehnično izboljšavo in stroškom vključene investicije, tako da so za vsako investicijo
ugotovljeni štiri kazalniki in uporabljeni za oceno (vrednotenje) učinkovitosti. Razmerje
(kazalnik) je mišljeno v smislu, da napoveduje, ovrednoti in oceni investicije glede na njen
učinek (izboljšanje) na testiranem omrežju.
Uporabljeni preizkusni model omrežja, v katerem smo raziskovali učinke vlaganj, je namreč
standardizirani 39-zbiralčni model omrežja Nove Anglije. Na drugi strani pa je za izračun
pretokov moči uporabljen program Matpower (MATLAB Power System Simulation Package),
ki temelji na metodi Newton-Raphson. Predlagane in preizkušene so bile štiri nove investicije,
ki so bile ocenjene v skladu z novo uvedenimi kazalniki.
Rezultati kažejo, katera investicija glede na želeni kazalnik je najbolj smotrna v izboljšanju
obravnavanega testnega omrežja.

Izboljšana metoda za oceno vlaganj v elektroenergetski sistem
Kot je že omenjeno v uvodu, metoda temelji na različnih simulacijah standardiziranega
preizkusnega 39-zbiralčnega sistema Nove Anglije z vključenimi investicijami. Torej,
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investicijo vključimo v omrežju, simuliramo 8760 različnih obratovalnih stanj (za vsako uro v
enem letu) in pogledamo tehnični učinek. Tehnični učinek ugotovimo tako, da primerjamo nove
vrednosti iz simulacije z referenčnimi vrednostmi preizkusnega modela, medtem pa
zagotavljamo, da je variacija obratovalnih stanj enaka vrednostim za izhodiščni model in tistim
z novo investicijo. Vrednosti iz simulacije, ki nas zanimajo, so izgube delovne, jalove in
navidezne moči in napetosti pri zbiralkah. Iz razmerja med tehničnim učinkom investicije in
ceno investicije uvajamo štiri nove kazalnike: RPI (kazalnik izgub delovne moči), QPI
(kazalnik izgub jalove moči), API (kazalnik izgub navidezne moči) in VPI (kazalnik izboljšave
napetostnega profila).
Kazalci za oceno učinkovitosti investicij (RPI, QPI, API in VPI)
Namen teh kazalnikov je oceniti učinek posamezne investicije s stališča zmanjšanja/zvišanja
izgub delovne, jalove, navidezne moči in napetostnih sprememb. In sicer, vsaka investicija
lahko ima pozitiven ali negativen vpliv, v našem interesu pa je pogledati in oceniti njen učinek.
Da bi ekstraktirali kazalce na podlagi iste metode, se vsaka investicija najprej obravnava
posebej, kajti to pomeni, da po testirani periodi in izvedenih različnih obratovalnih stanjih
primerjamo vsoto izgub delovne, jalove, navidezne moči omrežja in napetostne razmere z
vključeno investicijo in izhodiščnim omrežjem (enačbe (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) in (3.8)). Tako lahko
za vsako investicijo ustvarimo razmerje med tehničnim učinkom in ceno investicije kot merilo
o učinkovitosti. V angleškem delu naloge je razlaga o kazalcih, in sicer v poglavjih 3.1−3.4.

Investicije
Preizkusni izhodiščni model omrežja je model Nove Anglije. Sliko modela in razlago lahko
preberemo v poglavju 4.1. Predlagane investicije so: obnova daljnovoda 4-5 in 25-26 ter
izgradnja daljnovoda 17-12 in (podvojitev) 4-14. Razlago o investicijah najdemo v poglavju
4.2, o stroških investicije pa v poglavju 4.3.

Rezultati
Tabela 1 kaže podreditev investicij glede določenega kazalca (razvrščeni so padajoče).
Padajoče sortiranje naj bi pomenilo, da bi imela najbolj učinkovita investicija pri izboljšavi
testiranega omrežja najugodnejši vpliv.
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Kazalec

Investicija

RPI  MWh/€ 

2ga

4ta

3ta

1va

QPI  MVArh/€ 

3ta

4ta

1va

2ga

API  MVAh/€ 

3ta

4ta

1va

2ga

VPI  p.uh/€ 

3ta

4ta

2ga

1va

Tabela 1: Primerjava kazalnikov za vsako investicijo (padajoča razvrstitev)

Sklep
Na podlagi simuliranih rezultatov v tem magistrskem delu je mogoče sklepati, da so
izpostavljeni kazalniki smiselni in lahko pomagajo pri ocenjevanju učinkovitosti vlaganj v EES.
Novi predlagani kazalniki (RPI, QPI, API v VPI) se pridobijo na podlagi tehničnega vidika, na
katerega se nanašajo, in na podlagi cen investicije.
Predlagani kazalniki so izpeljani iz preizkusnega modela Nove Anglije. Ta izboljšana metoda
za oceno učinkovitosti vlaganj v elektroenergetski sistem nam zagotavlja ustrezen kazalnik, ki
predstavlja merilo o izboljšavi EES.
Za zaključek, testiranje predlaganih kazalnikov na različnih preizkusnih modelih omrežja naj
bi bilo razširitev obsega tega magistrskega dela.

Ključne besede: ocena vlaganj, kazalnik o učinkovitosti vlaganj, Monte Carlo metoda,
Matpower program.
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Abstract
The purpose of this master thesis is extension of the indices for assessing the efficiency of the
investments in electrical power systems. This thesis is based on two major objectives: to
investigate the technical impact of the new investment and yield the correlation between the
technical impacts caused by the new investment and the overall investment cost (technical
impact per monetary unit). Therefore, the principal goal is to assess investments efficiency
based on the new introduced indices which based on the considered technical impact (real
power losses, reactive power losses, apparent power losses and voltage profile improvement)
are appointed as RPI (real power losses index), QPI (reactive power losses index), API
(apparent power losses magnitude index) and VPI (voltage profile improvement index). In order
to achieve the objectives and to reach the goal, new improved method is proposed for assessing
the efficiency of the investments in electric power system. Moreover, method’s extraction of
the indices is based on the similar approach and algorithm flow; however, differences are
perceived based on the technical aspect that they address. In addition, the method is based on a
test network model simulation of different operation states (with Monte Carlo) for a time period
of one year for each investment one at a time and observing the ratio between the technical
improvement due to the investment and the overall investment cost. The ratio (index) is meant
to foretell, distinguish and apprehend investments regarding the improvement (positive) impact
to the tested network model.
Moreover, the used test network model in which the simulations for obtaining the indices are
explored is the 39-bus New England standard test network model. On the other hand, the used
program for power flow calculations is the Matpower1 program (a MATLAB Power System
Simulation Package), based on the Newton-Raphson method. Four new investments were
proposed and tested. Consequently, they were assessed according to the new introduced indices.
The results show, which investment based on the preferred index has the most beneficial impact
on the power system improvement.

Key words: investments assessment, investment efficiency index, Monte Carlo method,
Matpower program.

1

Matpower download web page: http://www.pserc.cornell.edu/matpower/
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1 Introduction
In this master thesis four new indices for assessment of new investments efficiency in the
electric power system are elaborated. The method on which the indices are obtained represents
an improved method for assessment of the investment efficiency in the electrical power system.
Namely, the method is established on the technical impact of the investment and the overall
cost of the investment. This ratio yields the new indices which from the aspect of the technical
impact and the overall investment costs can be RPI (real power losses index), QPI (reactive
power losses index), API (apparent power losses magnitude index) and VPI (voltage profile
improvement index). Namely, the New England network model (standardized by IEEE) is used
as base simulation test network model on which four new investments are applied. In other
words, each investment is one at a time examined and technical impact observed, thus the
appropriate index ascertained and used for assessment. Moreover, each index is obtained based
on the technical impact improvement tested for a time period of one year (8760 h) and the same
number of generation-consumption variation scenarios. As a result, from the aspect of the
technical improvements (yearly overall real power losses, yearly overall reactive power losses,
yearly overall apparent power (magnitude) losses and the voltage profile improvement) per
monetary unit the investments are assessed.
The goal is to assess investments based on the new introduced indices extracted from the
proposed method. The main purpose of the approach is to provide power system operators an
index for investment efficiency assessment and a tool for prioritization for decision making.
The indices which employ the technical impact and price worth of the investment will be able
to make straightforward decision or use the outcome in internal project studies. Thus, the
relevancy of the indices can be used by the state regulatory agencies for vindicating the
investment costs or as a criteria for investment consideration.
This master thesis is divided in several main headings: 2 Theory, 3 Improved method for
assessment of investment efficiency in electric power system and 4 Method testing.
First and foremost, concerning the heading 2 Theory, in order to further discuss the proposed
method, out of which we obtain the new indices for assessing the investment efficiency, we
must investigate if there are any introduced indices for assessing investments efficiency up until
now. In that scope in the heading 2.1 Introduced indices for assessment of investment
efficiency in electric power systems it is discussed about two indices named voltage profile
(improvement) index and investment efficiency index due to the improvement of SAIDI (or as
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stated in [1] investment efficiency index- IEI). The first index discusses about the voltage
profile improvement as a measure of the investments efficiency due to the distributed
generation involvement and the second one proposes investments assessment established due
to SAIDI improvement and overall investment costs. Furthermore, as the master thesis
incorporates four indices which perceive the technical improvement, it is in primary importance
to assimilate few of the issues considered to have a technical impact. Moreover, the
transmission power losses term is accentuated and in depth exploration is given in the heading
2.2 Transmission losses. The headline 2.3 Investments in the electric power system reviews
the investments relevance. Profound description is given about the importance of investing in
the power systems and also different types of investments are elaborated. Finally, the heading
concludes with the investment prioritization, planning and decision making. Furthermore, the
heading 2.4 Monte Carlo method discusses about the essence of the method and points out
some brief explanations about the pseudorandom generator. Also, power-flow calculation
methods are examined in the headline 2.5 Power flow calculation methods. As the used
power-flow calculation method is Newton-Raphson, the heading is mostly focused and in depth
explanation of the named method.
Furthermore, the heading 3 Improved method for assessment of investment efficiency in
electric power system is the core heading and it is reserved for elaborating the proposal of the
new indices. The indices provide us with the information about which investment will have the
most positive impact deducted from the ratio of the observed technical aspect per monetary
unit. To conclude, based on the introduced method, new indices are provided for investment
efficiency assessment and easier decision making.
In chapter 4 Method testing, the network test model, investments, investment costs and the
results personified with the new indices are revealed. At the end of the headline, indices
comparison is also illustrated.
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2 Theory
2.1 Introduced indices for assessment of investment efficiency in electric
power systems
Investments have an important impact on the power system’s functioning. Therefore, every
investment’s impact, before its application, must be assessed in order to reveal the advantages
and the disadvantages implicated as further discussed. New investment can have major
advantages in her implementation. Namely, considerable advantages regarding the
improvement of the voltage profile, reduction of the real power losses in the power system,
enhancement of the power quality (described in detail by the standard EN 50160). Nevertheless,
system’s reliability is also improved (measured by the key performance indicators: SAIFI
(System Average Interruption Frequency Index), SAIDI (System Average Interruption
Frequency Index), ENS (Energy Not Supplied)) by the new investments so as the overall system
efficiency. According to different scientific articles, the power system is defined as system that
converts, transmits and controls energy to perform useful work [2]. Incorporating investments
in order to improve power system’s efficiency means heaving positive impact, addressed on the
discussed issues. Power system’s efficiency can be defined as reclaiming without difficulties
or transforming any kind of energy directly into useful work with no loss of energy [2]:

Go
 Geff
Gi

(2.1)

Go is the useful output, Gi is the energy input and Geff is the efficiency rating. The efficiency
rating can be also evaluated in percent. Nevertheless, total power system efficiency cannot be
achieved as many have tried. In the frame of the electrical power system, this implies that power
cannot be delivered without power dissipation between.
Still investments can have the contrary impact, meaning, they can provoke reverse power-flows,
shift and displace loadings operational characteristics, initiate higher harmonics, increase the
fault currents as well to have an influence on the stability. These disadvantages are one of the
dominant issues discussed while incorporating the investments.
2.1.1

Voltage profile index

Bus nodes in the power system are exposed to loading variation and thus, voltage profile
variation. Voltage profile for the node i in the power system is defined as:
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0,9 p.u  Vi  1,1 p.u

(2.2)

In equation (2.2) it can be noticed that the voltage magnitude ( V ) is kept in variation 10% .
The desired Vi at bus i as usually is 1,0 p.u . Two possible methods for obtaining voltage
profile index are incorporated in [3]. The first one is when the voltage magnitudes Vi are
considered at each bus. The voltage profile of the bus node i , using the 1st method for obtaining
the voltage profile index is defined as:

VP1i 

(Vi  Vmin )  (Vmax  Vi )
(Vnom  Vmin )  (Vmax  Vnom )

(2.3)

VP1i is the voltage profile index at bus i using the 1st method, Vmin and Vmax are the minimum
and maximum voltage magnitudes that are allowed by the applied power quality standard in the
electric power system, Vnom is the nominal voltage magnitude. The nominal voltage magnitude
Vnom is equal to 1,0 p.u . It can be noticed from the ratio that if the value of the Vi is equal to

the nominal, the value of the VP1i has maximum value of 1, 0 . Moreover, if Vi  Vmin or Vi  Vmax
the voltage profile index VP1i has a negative value. The overall voltage profile index of the
system using the 1st method, according to [3] is equal to:

VP1 

1 N
 VP1i
N i 1

(2.4)

N is the total number of bus nodes. To sum up, if Vi is not into the desirable standard limits,
the overall voltage profile index VP1 will reduce. As the maximum value of VP1i is equal to
1, 0 , the maximum value of the overall voltage profile index is also equal to 1, 0 as Vi is kept

according to the standard regulations.
Furthermore, the 2nd method for obtaining the voltage profile index takes in consideration the
imminence of the load and it is further discussed in [3, 4]. In that purpose, the voltage profile
index according to the 2nd method is defined as:

VP2i 

(Vi  Vmin )  (Vmax  Vi )  PLSi  ki
N

(Vnom  Vmin )  (Vmax  Vnom )   PLSi  ki
k 1

(2.5)
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In equation (2.5), the criticality and the loading at bus i are considered. Namely, PLSi is the real
power supplied, ki is load criticality factor. The overall voltage profile index according
to the 2nd method is defined as:

VP2 

1 N
 VP2i
N i 1

(2.6)

The decision to implement investment mustn’t burden. In that purpose, up until now few indices
for investment efficiency are proposed. Above all, few scientific articles have incorporated
indices that consider different impacts. For example, paper [4] considers the impact of the
implementation of distributed generation on the voltage profile and line loss of the entire
distribution network and proposes two new models to quantify and optimize the voltage profile
and line loss of the overall system without the need to employ discrete and random optimization
methods. The voltage profile improvement index using the 1st method, incorporated in [4], for
the overall system is evaluated as:

VPII1 

VP1 with DG
VP1 without DG

(2.7)

VPII1 is the voltage profile improvement index, VP1 is the voltage profile index with and
without distributed generation. The same ratio can be introduced by incorporating the voltage
profile index using the 2nd method.
2.1.2

Investment efficiency index due to the improvement of SAIDI

On the other hand, taking in consideration the reliability of the power system, paper [1] presents
a new method for reliability investment decisions when a reward/penalty scheme is applied to
the regulation of (distribution system operators) DSOs. New investment planning criteria
incorporates a new investment efficiency index (IEI), which yields the relation between the
improvement of system reliability due to the investment in the electric system and total
investment costs is presented. Namely, the impacts of investment candidates on SAIDI are
calculated, a comparison of investment candidates on the basis of their improvement of SAIDI
per monetary unit is performed using the newly proposed (investment efficiency index) IEI [1]:

IEI k 

SAIDI k
 k  1,..., IC
Nk

(2.8)
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IEI k is the investment efficiency index for the investment candidate k, SAIDI k is the
improvement of SAIDI due to investment candidate k, total costs of the investment are assigned
to N k and the total number of investment candidates is IC .

2.2 Transmission losses
Long distance transmission is featured with power losses, which in order to be decreased, higher
voltage level is required. According to Joule’s law, power losses are directly proportional to
the square of the current. Transmission losses are defined as electric loss due to the resistance
in conductors. Also referred to as RI2, the losses are manifested as heat [5].

Power loss  R  I 2

(2.9)

Equation (2.9) reveals that by decreasing the value of the current by factor 2, the power losses
to conductor resistance will be decreased by factor 4 no matter the size of the conductor.
Transmission is vital part of the electrical power system which provokes real and reactive power
losses. As production covers the consumption demand, losses are also covered by the
generation. In terms of the electricity market transmission, power losses are named as ancillary
services [6]. Losses are classified in three main groups, based on the provoking causes [7]:
 constant losses,
 variable losses (lean on system loads),
 commercial losses (caused by the metering devices, devices inaccuracy and illegal
consumers).
On the other hand, the amount of power losses leans on [8]:
 Power system loading
Power system loading varies with time. Power losses proportionally increase or decrease their
value depending on system loading. On the other hand, system loading depends from:
o Weather season, weather temperature and the length of the day;
o Price of the electrical energy;
o Scheduled maintenance and elements failure.
 Topology and configuration of the network
A major impact on power system’s topology or momentary configuration has the unpredicted
un-availability of one of the elements in the system. It can create a reconfigured network, which
will create a different distribution of the power flow and a major impact on the amount of the
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overall power losses. To evaluate losses, the strongest improvement would require adjustments
in metering [9]. Level of losses is significantly influenced by the specific conditions of each
grid, e.g. property belonging to grid (grids in the cities and villages, last miles, etc.), load factor
(volume and structure changing in time), topology of the grid, social situation
in given region [9].
Losses are one of the main factors which are considered during the evaluation and planning of
the system expansion. They represent one of the main aspects in which the operating strategy
of the utility is created [10]. As discussed in [10], losses are divided into technical and
non-technical.
Technical losses involve fixed and variable losses as presented on Figure 2-1. Variable losses
are often named as copper losses (overhead lines, cables and elements that contain copper) and
are proportionally lean on the square of the current as presented in equation (2.9) and the power
distributed across the system. Variable losses can be reduced taking in consideration basic
measures such as increasing the cross section S (according to equation (2.10)), of the lines and
cables in cases where the load is forecasted to be mainly constant. On the other hand, by
reconfiguration the grid in a way that provides shorter way for distributing the generation to the
situated demand is a another way of decreasing the variable losses. Furthermore, demand
management is one of the means in which the total demand can be shifted and achieve losses
decrease. Nowadays, phase unbalance as consequence of the load. For that reason, the losses
are influenced by the un-symmetry. To be able to reduce these types of losses load balancing is
applied.

Figure 2-1: Technical losses are divided to fixed and variable losses
R

 l

S

(2.10)

As power factor represents the ratio between the real and apparent power, consumers are
encouraged to improve the power factor (e.g. shunt reactive power compensation) [10].
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Fixed losses are assigned with transformers and do not vary. They can be reduced by creating
the transformer core from high quality raw materials.
As reported in [10], nontechnical losses comprise of units that are delivered and consumed,
but for some reason are not recorded as sales. Usually, nontechnical losses are attributed to
metering errors or illegal consumers of electrical energy.
As losses are associated with the current and the resistance, the energy that has been dissipated
at the transmission lines, for a specific time period is equal to:
t2

W   R  I 2 (t )dt
t1

(2.11)

In equation (2.11), t1 , t2 is the time period, R is the resistance of the line or the cable, which is
assumed to be constant, although we know that the resistance leans on temperature.
2.2.1 Line resistance
While in DC mode, line resistance can be observed as ascertained at equation (2.10). In the first
place,  is the resistivity of the conductor expressed in [Ωm] , l is the length in [m], and S is
the cross-section in [m2]. On the other hand, while in AC mode and alternating current is
established the current density is not uniformly distributed. This occurrence is called the skin
effect as the current density has increased value near the surface of the conductor. This
occurrence indeed increases the resistance while alternating current flows. On the other hand,
the value of the temperature has and influence on resistance:

R2 Cm  T1

R1 Cm  T2

(2.12)

In this case, the values of the resistances R2 and R1 are measured at temperatures T1 and T2
respectively. Cm is a constant that is identified due to the material of the conductor.
2.2.2 Apparent power transmission losses
Power dissipation as a consequence of power transmission is revealed as difference of the
apparent power between the sending and receiving end of the overhead power line. The
apparent power at the receiving end of the overheated line is [6]:

S2  P2  jQ2  jV22 B2

(2.13)
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In equation (2.13), apparent power as a consequence of the power line capacitance is added.

B2 represents the half of the power line capacitance. The other half of the power line is
represented by B1 as presented on Figure 2-2. The apparent power loss is calculated as:

P12  Q12
P22  Q22
S | I | Z 
Z
Z
V12
V2 2
2

(2.14)

Furthermore, the equation can be modified by defining the real and reactive part:

S  P  Q 

P12  Q12
P12  Q12
P22  Q22
P22  Q22
R

j
X

R

X
V12
V12
V2 2
V2 2

(2.15)

At the sending end the same principle as in (2.13) is used to identify the apparent power:

S1  P2  jQ2  jV22 B2  jV12 B1  S

(2.16)

For real and reactive power we can write (as the power line capacitances are equal between
each other B1  B2 ):

P1  P2  P
Q1  Q2  V2 2 B2  V12 B1  Q

(2.17)

Apparent power loss for the  -model of the overhead transmission line is equal to:

S 

P2  Q2
Z
Vn 2

(2.18)

It can be noticed, that in the denominator, the value of the magnitude of the rated voltage is
involved. Therefore, the voltage magnitudes V1 and V2 at the sending and receiving end of the
overhead power line can be substituted with the value of the magnitude of the rated voltage.

Figure 2-2: Overhead power line, apparent power losses
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2.2.3 Transmission losses of a two-bus system

Apparent power is a combination of real and reactive power. In addition, real power is a result
of the resistive essence and reactive power is a result of the capacitive/inductive essence. On
the one hand, reactive power is needed as voltage support, on the other hand it counteract to the
real power delivery. In that case, we must ensure enough apparent power to supply the load.

Figure 2-3: A two-bus power system from the viewpoint of transmission losses [11]

Figure 2-4: Voltage drop phase diagram [11]
As presented on Figure 2-4, the voltage drop for a two-bus system is (using the cosine
theorem):

U 2  U12  U 22  2 U1 U 2 cos

(2.19)

The apparent power losses of the two bus system are equal to:

S L  U  I *  U

U *
R  jX
 U 2 2
Z
R  X2

(2.20)

Furthermore, by involving the expression for the admittance:

Y

R  jX
 G  jB  Ye j
2
2
R X

(2.21)

We get the expressions for the real PL and reactive QL power losses for a two-bus system [11]:

R
 U 2G
R  X2
X
QL  U 2 2
 U 2 B
2
R X
PL  U 2

2

(2.22)
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2.3 Investments in the electric power system
Nowadays, developing countries struggle with population growth and consequently increasing
the rate of electrification. As reported by [12], the need of investing is usually the result of
forgoing consumption. Thus, power system extension is one of the vital parts of every energy
strategy and policy in every utility. Before implementing the investment, the implementing plan
must be estimated in order to expand and establish the system infrastructure and satisfy the
obligatory technical and performance criteria [10]. Above all, investments are guided according
to few principles such as the agreed reliability sufficiency and quality of power supply.
2.3.1

Importance of investing in the electric power system

The electrical power system is sustains under power demand and production equivalency.
While this criteria is fulfilled the frequency is 50 Hz . As a result of different power demands
in each and every moment in time, the electrical power system is forced into different operation
states. The random faults that may occur due to the weather have additional impact on power
system’s functioning.
The normal operation state of the power system has to fulfill the requirements of power quality
supply, consumer’s power demand and the rated specifications of the elements in the system
[6]. In extraordinary importance are the investments which will enable the normal operation
state of the power system. According to [13], for the expected growth in electricity demand
through 2030, cumulative investment of $10 trillion in power-sector infrastructure will be
needed - equivalent to 60% of total energy-sector investment. Furthermore, generation will be
the largest single component of total power infrastructure investment. Investment in new plants
over the next thirty years will be more than $4 trillion, accounting for 41% of the total. Most of
this investment will go into the development of gas and coal-fired power plants. Transmission
and distribution networks will cover 54% of total [13].
2.3.2

Types of investments and costs

As discussed in reference [10], there are two types of investments. On the one hand, there are
the new investments, on the other hand are the replacement investments.
The new investments are applied where the old existing power system is expanded or new
components are added during the reconstruction. Replacement investments, as its name
implies, are investments in replacing the individual components by new identical. Often,
replacement investments are correlated with maintenance. Namely, the elements due to ageing
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are substituted. Every utility targets investment strategy where overall investments costs are
minimized and the technical boundaries are fulfilled.
Total cost

Cost

Capital and
operational
costs

Minimum
total cost

Interruption
cost
Optimum level of
supply reliability

Supply reliability

Figure 2-5: Costs and reliability dependence
The total cost for a network lifetime is considered to be comprised of three components: capital
cost, operational cost including losses, and interruption cost including maintenance and repairs.
[14]:
T

Ctotal    Ccap  Coper  Cinter dt
0

(2.23)

Ctotal - total costs;
Ccap - capital costs;

Coper - operational costs (including losses);

Cinter - interruption costs (including maintenance and repairs);
T - observed period.
On Figure 2-5, it can be noticed a dependency curve between the costs and reliability.
Minimum of the costs and satisfactory level of reliability as a part of the technical requirements
is reveled. It can be emphasized, that in order to decrease the number of interruptions, the values
of the capital and operation costs are increased.
2.3.3 Investment prioritization, planning and decision making
The planning process in utilities has been enriched by considering the technical aspects. Utilities
have a working strategy and objectives that must be completed. New investments in improving
the power system is in service of the environment and consumers. Therefore, utilities must have
a prioritization as well as decision making tools in order to enable meaningful solution that will
integrate respectively in the existing power system. Market deregulation and privatization of
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the utilities have provoked severe challenges in terms of achieving the demanded technical
criteria and the number if investments as imposed by the state regulatory agencies [15]. Namely,
the state regulatory agencies have made up with a desirable number of investments that the
private utilities must implement and in that case the optimization of the investments into the
local frame of the utility becomes a priority. That is to say, investment prioritization becomes
a base of the long term plan for reinforcement (renewal or replacement of power system
components). Namely, the long term plan is established on costs, demand forecasting and as
previously emphasized the technical aspects (benefits or investment’s impact). In addition, the
long term plan of the utility has been divided into small short term plans in order to materialize
the long term objective. The sequence of short term plans correspond with a number of projects,
which are implemented taking in consideration the cash flow analysis and the technical
evaluation. Basic factors that directly affect and are considered wile decision making are [15]:
 investment costs;
 operation and maintenance costs;
 minimum reliability requirements;
 utility public image;
 sales opportunities.
In that purpose, references [15-17] report about different approaches in decision making. The
first one proposes genetic algorithm for prioritizing investments in distribution networks. The
second one proposes a novel investment priority decision method of the electrical facilities
considering the reliability of the distribution networks. It merges the existing investment
priority method of the addressed electrical facility and the reliability evaluation indices of the
distribution networks incorporated with the fuzzy rule. The final paper discuses about the
prioritization of investments based on the performance and the uncertainties in the planning
parameters. In that cause, the paper proposes a probabilistic methodology in order to take into
account the named uncertainties.
Over the years, different types of genetic algorithms were suggested, such as [18] that enable
power system investment prioritizing and testing. These methods propose and assess different
alternatives for power system expansion. However, they can resolve non-linear objective
functions and offer a prioritized option and direct formulation of a network strategic plan for a
specified ahead period ahead, optimized within the budget constraints and technical boundaries.
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In conclusion, every utility must have a sorted process of planning and assessment of
investments and a defined investment policy that will address the power system enhancement.

2.4 Monte Carlo method
Nowadays, Monte-Carlo represents a modern method which is most commonly applied in
science and engineering. Obtained results are highly accurate and in different experiments
represent a role model for future development. Reference [19] discusses precisely and in detail
about the applications of the Monte Carlo method.
There are several definitions and a wide range of examples which try to describe Monte-Carlo.
For instance, reference [20], defines Monte Carlo as: A method that involves deliberate use of
random numbers in a calculation that has the structure of a stochastic process. By stochastic
process, we mean a sequence of states whose evolution is determined by random events. In a
computer, these are generated by a deterministic algorithm that generates a sequence of
pseudorandom numbers, which mimics the properties of truly random numbers. Nevertheless,
Monte Carlo is based on random (also called stochastic) values. In other words, the random
values cannot be reveled in advance of observing it. As reference [21] suggests Monte Carlo is
established on the concept of a random variable, a probability density function, a cumulative
distribution function, marginal and conditional probabilities, population means and variances,
and sample means and variances.
2.4.1 Pseudorandom number generators
Pseudorandom number generator is a type of generator which uses deterministic algorithm that,
given the previous numbers (usually just the last number) in the sequence, the next number can
be efficiently calculated [21]. On the other hand, pseudorandom numbers are sequences of
numbers on (0, 1) that are easily generated on the computer and that will satisfy some statistical
tests for randomness [20]. In addition, there are different methods on which pseudorandom
number generators function, in that purpose, we reveal some of the methods: Linear recurrence
methods, Multiplicative congruential generators, Multiple recursive generators and Lagged
Fibonacci congruential generators.

2.5 Power flow calculation methods
Power flow calculation is one of the most effective and accurate approaches to explore and
examine problems in the power system. The calculation is based on predefined generation
output and transmission network. The results from the calculation identify the bus voltages and
the branch power flow. In different (short circuit) operation states, electrical power system’s
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components are exposed to remarkable stresses which must be able to withstand. It is important
to emphasize that the power flow calculation is conducted in steady-state conditions, thus
dynamics analysis and calculations are conducted if disturbances are applied.
Generally the power flow, or load flow, problem is formulated as a non-linear set of
equations [22]:

f ( x, u, p)  0

(2.24)

In equation (2.24):
f - is n dimensional non-linear function;

x- is n dimensional vector that incorporates the operation state variables. Usually this vector is
consist the voltage magnitudes and phase angles;
u- vector that involves the controlled outputs, mostly voltages at generators;
p- vector with parameters of the network components e.g the reactance of the overhead
transmission lines.
To resolve the non-linear problem, the first step is to formulate the non-linear function f. In
order to have a model that will converge, the condition that must be fulfilled is that f and x must
have equal number of unknowns as set equations. When the operation state variables are known,
voltage magnitudes and phase angles, any other quantity can be revealed. One of the ways in
which the non-linear function is solved, is by using the linearization method [22]:
f
x  y
x

(2.25)

The elements in the Jacobian matrix are represented by (which is later on discussed):

fi
 f 
  
 x ij xi

(2.26)

There are different types of methods for power flow calculation. They differ according to [23]:
 the convergence properties;
 the computing efficiency and memory requirements;
 the convenience and flexibility of the implementation.
One of the most widely used methods for power flow calculation at the beginning was the
Gauss-Seidel iterative method based on a nodal admittance matrix [23]. However, when the
system scale becomes larger, the number of iteration increases sharply, and sometimes the
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iteration process cannot converge [23]. Furthermore, another method that was later used was
the impedance method. Nevertheless, this method requires a big amount of memory. On the
other hand, there is the Newton-Raphson method which is one of the most in-commonly used
method for power flow calculation. The method has surpassed the impedance method in the
aspects of convergence, memory demand, and computing speed [23]. In recent years the P-Q
decoupled method is used.
2.5.1 Node types and classification
While formulating the power flow calculation, it can be stated that each node (bus) is described
with the voltage magnitude V and phase angle  , sums of the net real and reactive powers
(generated and consumed). Usually two of the variables are assumed to be known, the other
two variables are incorporated with the state variables vector x [23]. There are three types of
nodes:


PQ bus- real and reactive powers are known, the voltage magnitude V and phase angle

 are to be identified. Commonly used while specifying nodes with on voltage control
and constant real and reactive power demand/generation;


PV bus- real power and voltage magnitude are known, the reactive power Q and the
phase angle  are to be identified. Mostly used while incorporating nodes where voltage
can be controlled with reactive power output (usually bounded with the reactive power
capacity of the generator. Generators with lower cos are able to deliver more reactive
power and thus enabling bigger control of the voltage magnitude at the node and voltage
drop support);

 Slack or reference bus- while performing power flow calculation it should be noticed
that one of the nodes should be specified as slack bus, meaning that the node must have
specified constant voltage magnitude of 1 p.u and phase angle of 0 . By specifying the
constant constrains, the real and reactive power are to be revealed. It also serves as the
phase angle reference and since the active power losses are unknown in advance, the
reference bus is used to balance the generation, consumption and losses [22].
2.5.1.1 Example 2-1
A 5-bus network with four transmission lines and two transformers is presented on Figure 2-6.
Generators, with voltage control, are connected at buses 1, 3, and 5, and loads are connected at
buses 4 and 5, and at bus 4 a shunt is also connected. Classify the buses according to the bus
types [22].
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Figure 2-6: Network model with 5 nodes as presented in [22]
According to the upper figure, the generator buses can all be specified as PV or slack bus.
Usually, as previously discussed, as slack or reference bus is to be set as that node has a wide
ability to deliver reactive power. We set the node 5 as reference bus. The other generator nodes
are set as PV . Bus number 2 is a transition node and in that case is set to be PQ , since the
real and reactive power are equal to zero. The 4 bus is a load bus and is set to be a PQ type
bus. On Figure 2-7 an updated version of the network model with the specified bus types is
presented.

Figure 2-7: Updated network model with classified bus types
2.5.2

Creating power flow model

As stated in [6], the model in which the power flow calculation is based is based on the
admittance matrix named Y . This matrix is inherited from the product of the matrix which
describes the topology of the network A and the primitive matrix of Y named Yv .
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Y  AT  Yv  A

(2.27)

For instance, if the network involve 3 buses and 6 network connections, in that case:

Y1 0 0 0 0 0  1
0 Y 0 0 0 0  
 2
 0
0 0 Y3 0 0 0  0
Y  AT  

0 0 0 Y4 0 0  1
0 0 0 0 Y 0  1
5

 
0 0 0 0 0 Y6  0

0 0
1 0 
0 1

0 -1 
-1 0 

1 -1 

Y1 0 0
0 Y 0
2
1 0 0 1 1 0  
0 0 Y3
Y  0 1 0 0 -1 1  
Y 0 -Y4
0 0 1 -1 0 -1  4
Y -Y 0
 5 5
0 Y6 -Y6
Y1  Y4  Y5 -Y5 -Y4 


 -Y5 Y2  Y5  Y6 -Y6 
-Y4 -Y6 Y3  Y4  Y6 











(2.28)

(2.29)

As it can be noticed, one diagonal element of the matrix represents a sum of all the admittances
of the network connections (transmission lines) connected to the bus i , (in (2.29) i  3 is the
number of buses). The elements that differ from the diagonal are negative values of the
admittances that connect buses j and i .
While conducting power flow calculation, the value of the current is identified due to the
consumption input and generation output. For instance, at the bus i , according to the equation
that represents the complex power [6]:

S*  U *  I

(2.30)

the initiated current at bus i is:

Ii 

Pi  jQi
Vi*

The current on the transmission line between the busses j and i is:

(2.31)
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Iij  (Ui  U j ) yij  U i yii'

(2.32)

Where the yij is the value of the admittance that represents the losses of the transmission line
and it has a half of the value of Y .
According to equations (2.31) and (2.32):

Pi  jQi  I i U i*
Pij  jQij  I ij U i*

(2.33)

Pij  jQij  U i (U i  U j ) yij  U i U y
*

*

'
i ii

For the power balance at bus i the following equation is presented:
n

Pi  jQi  U i* Ii  U i*   YijU j
j 1

(2.34)

Another way in which we are able to describe the power flow calculation is with the following
equations [6]:
n

Pi  Vi 2  Gii  Vi  V j  Gij  cos i   j   Bij  sin i   j 
j1
j i

n

Qi  Vi  Bii  Vi  V j  Gij  sin i   j   Bij  cos i   j 
2

(2.35)

j1
j i

A simplified version of the previous equations is:
n

Pi  Vi V j  Gij  cos i   j   Bij  sin i   j 
j 1
n

Qi  Vi V j  Gij  sin i   j   Bij  cos i   j 

(2.36)

j 1

2.5.3

Newton-Raphson iteration method

The Newton-Raphson iteration method is one of the most in commonly used. It represents an
algorithm that enables solving non-linear equations by linearization or solving linear equations.
It performs a fast calculation and divergence is not frequent. In reference [23], the method is
explained by the following example:
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Let’s assume that we deal with the function:

f ( x)  0

(2.37)

We assume that the initial guess value is x (0) . The real solution is near to the initial guess by
the value of x(0) :

x  x(0)  x(0)

(2.38)

(0)
(0)
The value of x is an modification of x . The new function is:

f ( x(0)  x(0) )  0

(2.39)

(0)
If x the value of x can be identified. However, if we expand the function in Taylor series

(0)
about the point x , we get:

f ( x (0)  x(0) )  f ( x(0) )  f '( x(0) )  x(0)  f ''( x(0) ) 
...  (1) f
n

(n)

(x (0) ) n
(x ) 
 ...  0
n!
(0)

(x (0) )2

2!
(2.40)

(0)
(0)
In the equation above the values of f '( x ) and f ''( x ) are partial derivatives of f ( x)

at x (0) . If the initial assumption is nearly close to the actual solution the higher components of
the Taylor series can be neglected, giving us the equation:

f ( x(0) )  f '( x(0) )  x(0)  0

(2.41)

Equation (2.41) is linear and the value of x(0) can be easily identified. Using the value of x(0)
to get x (0) , the value of x (1) is:

x(1)  x(0)  x(0)

(2.42)

The value of x (1) is now the new assumed value:

f ( x(1) )  f '( x(1) )  x(1)  0

(2.43)

x(2)  x(1)  x(1)

(2.44)

f ( x(t) )  f '( x(t ) )  x(t )  0

(2.45)

The value of x (2) is obtained as:

By repeating the procedure we get:
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or:

f ( x(t) )  f '( x(t ) )  x(t )

(2.46)

(t)
(t)
When f ( x ) is equal to 0, the value of x is the solution. By extending the Newton-Raphson

method to non-linear equations with variables x1 , x2 ,..., xn :

f1 ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )  0 

f 2 ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )  0 

.

f n ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn )  0 

(2.47)

The initial guess values of the variables are x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn(0) and the correction values

x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn(0) by which the following equality is satisfied:
f1 ( x1(0)  x1(0) , x2(0)  x2 (0) ,..., xn (0)  xn (0) )  0 

f 2 ( x1(0)  x1(0) , x2 (0)  x2 (0) ,..., xn (0)  xn (0) )  0 

.

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
f n ( x1  x1 , x2  x2 ,..., xn  xn )  0 


(2.48)

Expanding the above equations by Taylor, we get:

 f

f
f
f1 ( x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn (0)  xn (0) )   1 |0 x1(0)  1 |0 x2(0) ,...,  1 |0 xn(0)   0 
x2
xn
 x1



 f

f
f
f 2 ( x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn (0)  xn (0) )   2 |0 x1(0)  2 |0 x2(0) ,...,  2 |0 xn(0)   0 
x2
xn

 x1


.





f

f

f
f n ( x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn (0)  xn (0) )   n |0 x1(0)  n |0 x2(0) ,...,  n |0 xn (0)   0 
x2
xn

 x1


In equation (2.49),

(2.49)

f i
|0 is the partial derivate of the function: fi ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) over some
x j

independent variable x j at point x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn(0) . By rewriting the equation (2.49) in matrix
form we get, the correction equation:
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f1
 f1 f1
 x |0 x |0 ,..., x
2
n
 f1 ( x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn (0)  xn(0) )   1

f

f

f



2
2
2
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
 f 2 ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn  xn )    x |0 x |0 ,..., x
2
n
.
  1

 .
 f n ( x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn (0)  xn(0) )  
 f n | f n | ,..., f n
 x1 0 x2 0
xn


|0 
  x1(0) 


|0   x2 (0) 
 .



  xn (0) 
|0 


(2.50)

After solving the x1(0) , x2(0) ,..., xn(0) we get:
x1(1)  x1(0)  x1(0) 

x2(1)  x2 (0)  x2(0) 

.

(1)
(0)
(0) 
xn  xn  xn 

(2.51)

The new values of x1(1) , x2(1) ,..., xn(1) will approach the actual values more closely. In the next
iteration the new values are used as new guesses to solve the correction equation (2.50).
In general the correction equation can be re-written for the t-th element as:

f1
 f1 f1
 x |t x |t ,..., x
2
n
 f1 ( x1(t ) , x2( t ) ,..., xn (t)  xn (t) )   1
f 2

  f 2 f 2
(t )
(t )
(t )
(t )
 f 2 ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn  xn )    x |t x |t ,..., x
2
n
.
  1

 .
 f n ( x1(t ) , x2( t ) ,..., xn ( t )  xn ( t ) )  
 f n | f n | ,..., f n
 x1 t x2 t
xn


|t 
  x1(t ) 


|t   x2(t ) 
 .



  xn (t ) 
|t 


(2.52)

In matrix form:

F ( X (t ) )  J (t )  X (t )

(2.53)

(t )
In equation (2.53) F ( X ) is the error vector:

 f1 ( x1(t ) , x2 (t ) ,..., xn (t)  xn (t) ) 


f 2 ( x1(t ) , x2(t ) ,..., xn (t )  xn ( t ) ) 

(t )
F(X )  

.


 f n ( x1(t ) , x2(t ) ,..., xn (t )  xn (t ) ) 

and J (t ) is the Jacobian vector in the t-th iteration:

(2.54)
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J (t )

 f1
 x |t
 1
 f 2
|t

  x1
.

 f n |
 x1 t

f1
f 
|t ,..., 1 |t 
x2
xn

f 2
f 2 
|t ,...,
|t
x2
xn 



f n
f
|t ,..., n |t 
x2
xn 

(2.55)

The correction value vector X (t ) is:

X ( t )

 x1( t ) 
 (t ) 
x
  2 
.


 xn ( t ) 

(2.56)

Equation (2.57) is similar to (2.51):
X (t 1)  X (t)  X (t)

(2.57)

While resolving the equations (2.57) and (2.53) in each iteration X (t 1) approaches the actual
solution. Convergence can be evaluated by the norm of the correction value:

|| X (t) || 1

(2.58)

|| F ( X (t ) ) ||  2

(2.59)

or by the norm of the function value:

In this case the values of 1 and  2 are specified beforehand.
2.5.4

Decoupled method

Next method used for power flow calculation is the decoupled method. In comparison with the
Newton-Raphson method, the decoupled power flow method uses the feature of the small
values of the off-diagonal submatrices J12 and J 21 of the Jacobian matrix. To make this clear,
in agreement with [24], let us observe a typical term for J12 :

P2
 V2  G23 cos(2  3 )  B23 sin(2  3 )
V3
And a typical term for J 21 :

(2.60)
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Q2
 V2 V3  G23 cos(2  3 )  B23 sin(2  3 )
3

(2.61)

Since the transmission elements are mostly reactive, the values of the conductance G23 are very
small. The difference of the phase angles is also small. However, the values of the diagonal
elements of the Jacobian matrix are not small. One of the indications is that the real power is
lean on the phase angle i and that the reactive power is lean on the value of the voltage
magnitude Vi . As discussed in [24], there is a quite good decoupling between the equations for
real and reactive power. Now we can simplify the main iteration formula. For instance, let us
observe the Jacobian matrix for the first iteration:

 J111 J121 
( J )   1 1 
 J 21 J 22 
0 1

(2.62)

According to equations (2.60) and (2.61) the matrix is modified to:

 J111 0 
(J )  

1
0 J 22 
0 1

(2.63)

With the new set of equations we get:

J111 1  P( x 1 )
J 221V 1  Q( x 1 )

(2.64)

And identify the values of the phase angle and voltage magnitude. The decoupling method is
also discussed in [6, 25, 26].
2.5.5 Fast decoupled method
In agreement with [6, 27, 28], the fast decoupled method is furthermore discussed. The offdiagonal sub matrices are simplified. First and foremost, we look at the basic balance equations
for real and reactive powers on which the basic power flow calculation is performed:
n

Pi  Vi 2G ii Vi V j Gij cos(i   j )  Bij sin(i   j ) 
j 1
j i

n

Qi  Vi 2 B ii Vi V j Gij sin(i   j )  Bij cos(i   j ) 
j 1
j i

(2.65)
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Furthermore, we look at the derives of the real power on the phase angle at the node i ,
thenceforth from nodes j :
n
Pi
 Vi V j   Gij sin i   j   Bij cos i   j  
i
j=1

Pi
  Vi V j Gij sin i   j   Bij cos i   j 
 j

(2.66)

Moreover, as the difference of the phase angles is very small (near 10 ) and contribute to the
value of the cos function to be near one (cos(0°~10°)~1), and the voltage magnitude is assumed
to be V j  1,0 p.u the equations at (2.66) are reduced:
n
Pi
 Vi  Bij  Vi Bii'
i
j=1

(2.67)

Pi
 Vi Bij  Vi Bij'
 j

If we take in consideration the above named assumption, calculate the first derivation of the
reactive power equation and substitute the value of the Vi with V j we get:
n
Qi
 2Vi Bii   V j Gij sin i   j   Bij cos i   j   
Vi
j=1



n

 Vi 2 Bii   Bij   Vi Bii''


j=1
i j



(2.68)

Qi
  Vi Gij sin i   j   Bij cos i   j    Vi Bij''
V j

By this simplification, the values of the diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix is calculated
and they are constant, which preserves calculation time. Furthermore, the iteration process is
calculated as we consider that the matrices B '' and B ' are constant:



( k 1)

  B '

V

( k 1)

  B ''

1

 P 
 i 
 Vi 

1

 Q 


 Vi 

(k )

(k )

(2.69)

Consequently, as the Jacobian matrix is constant, the number of iterations is higher and the
convergence area is wider in comparison with the Newton-Raphson method.
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2.5.6 Gauss-Saidel method

As the Gauss-Saidel method is discussed in [6, 22, 29], it can be concluded that the method
uses significant number of iterations to get the desired accuracy and that the iteration does not
converge every time if the initial values of the voltage vector are randomly chosen. The method
has been developed and introduced by the mathematician Gauss. In addition, the current can be
expressed as [6]:
n

Ii  Yii U i   Yij U j
j i
j i

(2.70)

By reveling the voltage we get:

1
Ui 
Yii



n
I  YU 
ij
j 
 i 
j i


j i



(2.71)

The iteration process is described by the expression:

U

( k 1)
i



1  Pi  jQi n
k 

  YijU j

Yii  U i*( k )
j i

j

i



(2.72)

The initial value of the voltage vector is:

U  Ve j  1e j 0

(2.73)

As mentioned, the disadvantage of the method is time consuming as the number of iterations is
enormous for considering large power systems. Therefore, a factor α is introduced, which
enables acceleration of the iteration and thus, time duration decrease. We get:

U

( k 1)
i

U

(k )


1
  U ( k ) 

Yii




n
 Pi  jQi  Y U k  

ij
j 
 U i*( k )
j i


j i



(2.74)

The introduced factor has values between α=1,5÷1,7 and it is revealed for each power system
respectively by different experiments on the addressed power network.
Later on, the iteration method has been improved by Saidel, who involved the new solution
which was in hand, for every iteration separately for the desired variable. The improvement
involves the values until i  1 in the k  1 iteration:
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U i( k 1) 

n

1  Pi  jQi i 1
( k 1)

Y
U

YijU (j k ) 



ij j
*( k )
Yii  U i
j 1
j i 1


(2.75)

The acceleration factor α can be applied again:

Ui( k 1)  Ui( k )   (Ui( k 1)  Ui(k) )

(2.76)
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3 Improved method for assessment of investment efficiency in
electric power system
3.1 Real power losses index (RPI)
Real power losses have a major impact on the generation-consumption equilibrium. Since the
generation follows the consumption, losses are also concealed with the generation as discussed
in the heading 2.2 Transmission losses. On the other hand, new investment’s impact on the
power flows and respectively the impact on the overall real power losses can be a significant
indicator and a subject of discussion as new index can be extracted in order to assess new
investment’s efficiency and bring an extension of the indices for investments efficiency
assessment. In order to contribute to the extension of the assessment indicators of investment’s
efficiency the method on which the new index is based is described as following:
Several investments, with power system improvement purpose are proposed and each and
single one of them has its own price worth, as clarified in the heading 4.2 Investments.
Furthermore, based on the assessment method, in this case, the impact of the overall real power
losses, the investments are assessed. Let’s introduce the equation:
8760

RPI k 

P
h 1

ref .losses _ h

 Pinv _ k _ losses _ h 

Nk

 MWh/€ 

(3.1)

In the upper equation, it can be noticed, that after the proposed investment k is applied on the
tested model (depends on the investment, it can reconfigure and modify the network or it just
can be renewal), power-flow calculation based on the Newton-Raphson method is calculated
for each hour h for one year (8760 hours) and overall sum of the real power losses is calculated
for each new investment. In addition, the yearly value of the real power losses for each
investment is compared with the reference one. The reference value is the value of the yearly
real power losses of the base test model New England (no new investment applied) with the
same values of the MC variation of the consumption-generation as applied on the compared
investment, which implies that the results can be fairly compared. In equation (3.1), RPI k is
the proposed index that assess the investment’s k efficiency based on overall real power losses
impact,

8760

P
h 1

ref .losses _ h

8760

P
h 1

inv _ k _ losses _ h

are the yearly calculated overall real power losses (reference),

are the new yearly overall real power losses of the investment k and is N k the
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cost for investment k. During the real power losses calculation for each branch with the NewtonRaphosn method and Matpower program, the Monte-Carlo Method is applied for generationconsumption variation for both the reference and new investment network model.

3.2 Reactive power losses index (QPI)
Delivering reactive power is an essence in forming the electric and the magnetic field into the
demanding loads. That is to say, as the current lags or leads depending on the type of the load
(capacitive or inductive) reactive power is entrenched. For example, if the demanding load is
capacitive will cause the current and voltage waveforms to differ; that is to say, the current will
lead voltage. On the contrary, if the demanding load is inductive (in most of the cases), the
current lags voltage. By another comparison, the demanding resistive load causes in phase
overlapping of the current and the voltage. Above all, current establishment is used to deliver
the “useful” real power to the demanding load although extra small part of the same current is
used to convey reactive power back and forward to the demanding load thus heating up the
conductor and creating power dissipation. Nevertheless, as previously discussed, by having
phase shift between the current and the voltage, both reactive and real power are transmitted.
Still when average time is calculated, real power exists while the overall reactive power is equal
to zero as the reactive energy flows back and forward implying that reactive power is neither
consumed nor generated. On the other hand, reactive power losses can be subjected as a cause
that can be observed to assess new investment efficiency. Yielding the technical impact of the
new investment per monetary unit is the obtained indicator QPI k which assess the investments
k efficiency in the power system. Likewise, as previously discussed, several investments, with
power system improvement purpose are proposed and each and single one of them has its own
price worth, as clarified in the heading 4.2 Investments. Furthermore, based on the assessment
method, in this case, the impact of the overall reactive power losses, the investments are
assessed:
8760

QPI k 

 Q
h 1

ref .losses _ h

 Qinv _ k _ losses _ h 

Nk

 MVArh/€ 

(3.2)

The proposed index considers the sum of the deviation of the reactive power losses (comparison
of the reference and the newly calculated with investment’s k reactive power impact) calculated
for every hour h and the overall investment costs. In the upper equation Qref .losses _ h is the sum
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of the reference reactive power losses in all the branches in hour h, Qinv _ k _ losses _ h represents
investment’s k sum of the reactive power losses in all the branches in hour h.

3.3 Apparent power losses magnitude index (API)
The next discussed method obtains the index that assess investments based on the apparent
power losses magnitude. As discussed in heading 2.2.2 Apparent power transmission losses,
losses are varying based on the reactive power influence. In that purpose, the next index for
assessing of the investment efficiency involves the magnitude of the apparent power losses.
Investment’s k efficiency is measured by the overall apparent power losses magnitude impact
(reduction/increase).
2

2

 8760
  8760

  Pref .losses _ h  Pinv _ k _ losses _ h     Qref .losses _ h  Qinv _ k _ losses _ h 
 h 1
  h 1

API k 

Nk
8760



 | S |ref .losses _ h  | S |inv _ k _ losses _ h
h 1

Nk

(3.3)

 MVAh/€ 

API k - index that evaluates the investment’s k efficiency based on apparent power losses

magnitude impact;

| S |ref .losses _ h - apparent power losses (reference) magnitude calculated for every hour h ;
| S |inv _ k _ losses _ h - apparent power losses magnitude of investment k calculated for every hour h ;

N k - overall costs for investment k.
3.4 Voltage profile improvement index (VPI)
Investment’s k efficiency is measured by the voltage improvement impact. Voltage
improvement is assessed as exposed:
First and foremost, for every hour in one year, power flow calculation in Matpower using the
Newton-Raphson method is conducted as power generation and consumption variation is
applied with the Monte Carlo method. Moreover, for every hour each investment has its own
generation-consumption variation and thus voltage change. For each hour, voltage magnitude
at each bus i for investment k is compared with the reference one:

Vvm _ ki _ p.u  Vvm _ ref _ i _ p.u

(3.4)
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In the upper equation, k is the investment, i is the bus number, Vvm _ ki _ p.u is the voltage magnitude
of the k investment at the bus i and Vvm _ ref _ i _ p.u is the reference voltage magnitude at bus i of
the base model on which the investment is addressed. Next, in order to assess the voltage
improvement we calculate the error with the following expression:
no.buses

 V

vm _ ki _ p .u

i 1

 Vvm _ ref _ i _ p.u 

(3.5)

In addition, the overall sum of the voltage change error is calculated for every investment k:

Vk 

no.inv. no.buses

  V
k 1

i 1

vm _ ki _ p .u

 Vvm _ ref _ i _ p.u 
k

(3.6)

Furthermore, as the power flow calculation is applied for each hour, so as generationconsumption variation with Monte Carlo, the overall sum of the voltage change error Vk is
summed for every hour h , for each investment k:

Hk 

no.inv. 8760

  V 
k 1 h 1

k h

(3.7)

We calculate the index that assesses the investment’s k efficiency as a consequence of the
voltage improvement:

VPI k 

Hk
 p.uh/€
Nk

(3.8)

To conclude, the bigger the sum of the voltage magnitude change error the positive the impact
of the implemented investment. On the contrary, if the applied investment doesn’t provoke
positive V change, will result with a reduced overall sum for the time period of one year and a
decreased VPI .
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4 Method testing
4.1

New England test network model

IEEE is offering a wide range of test models (power systems), basically used for testing new
methods and fairness of results. Base test network model used in this master thesis is the New
England power system model, consisted of 39 buses, 19 loads, 36 overhead lines and 12
transformers. The test network model has been created and adequately reduced according to the
real power system New England in the USA. The 39-bus system is used for static and dynamic
analysis. It is an AC power flow model represented by the real power flow and reactive power.
Moreover, the model incorporates system nonlinearity and considers operational limitations of
the network elements [30]. The base test network model of the reduced power system is
represented on Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: New England test network model
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In addition, the test network model is divided in three areas, each and single one of them with
its appropriate generation and consumption:

Area 1: 2230 MW of generation and 2380 MW consumption;
Area 2: 790 MW of generation and 1120 MW consumption;
Area 3: 3180 MW of generation and 2650 MW consumption.
The test network model, with the areas is represented on Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2: New England test model divided into areas [30]
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4.2 Investments
4.2.1 Branch 4-5 renewal
In order to test the methods, we must introduce the investments. The 1st investment is renewal
of the branch 4-5.

Figure 4-3: Investment 1- branch 4-5 renewal (Area 2)
Namely, the reactance of the renewed line was decreased:

x45  0,0128 p.u  0,0110 p.u

(4.1)
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Branch 25-26 renewal

Likewise, the 2nd investment is branch 25-26 renewal, and reactance decrease:

x2526  0.0323 p.u  0.0190 p.u

Figure 4-4: Renewal of the branch 25-26 in Area 1 of the New England test model

(4.2)
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4.2.3 New 17-12 branch construction

The 3rd investment is construction of the new branch line 17-12, with the following values of
the resistance, reactance and susceptance, respectively:

r17 12  0.0006 p.u
x17 12  0.0173 p.u
b17 12  0.1214 p.u

(4.3)

On the next figure graphical representation is revealed, where it can be noticed that the new
investment connects the Area 1 and Area 2.

Figure 4-5: New branch line 17-12 construction
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New 4-14 branch construction (doubling)

The 4th investment is doubling the branch line 4-14, with the following parameters:

r414  0.0008 p.u
x414  0.0129 p.u

(4.4)

b414  0.1382 p.u

Figure 4-6: New 4-14 branch line construction (doubling)

4.3 Investment costs
The investment costs are:
Investment

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Cost [€]

97000

95000

97500

300000

Table 2: Overall costs of the proposed investments
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4.4 Method results
4.4.1 RPI
For instance, let us take the investments as described in the heading 4.2 Investments, test the
proposed method and extract every investment k assessment index ( RPI k ) based on the overall
real power losses. Namely, as discussed, every investment one at a time is loaded and treated,
meaning that Monte-Carlo variation of the generation-consumption and power-flow calculation
is conducted. The real power losses for each branch in the New England model are calculated
for each hour and summed for a time period of one year, for both the base-test model and the
upgraded model with the new investment.
As both the reference and investment k sums of the overall yearly real power losses are obtained
at the end, we can reveal the results (sorted according to the most positive impact that they
have, descending):
Investment

2nd

4th

3rd

1st

RPI  MWh/€ 

0.02243734231

0.01435348838

0.01271880235

0.00007794627

Table 3: Investments and the appropriate RPI index, sorted descending
To sum up, the bigger the difference between the overall real power losses of the reference one
and the new investment, consequently the bigger the value of the index that assess the
investment effectiveness. In this case, it can be concluded that the 2nd investment has the most
positive impact on decreasing the real power losses.

Figure 4-7: Assessed investments based on the involved RPI
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QPI

For example, let us take the role investments as described in the heading 4.2 Investments, test
the proposed method and obtain every investment k assessment index ( QPI k ) based on the
technical impact of the reactive power losses.
Revealing the results (sorted according to the most positive impact that they have, descending):
Investment

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

QPI  MVArh/€ 

0.6877312576

0.2353267298

0.0883476170

0.0674427398

Table 4: Investments and the appropriate QPI sorted descending
In conclusion, the bigger the difference between the overall reactive power losses of the
reference one and the new investment, consequently the bigger the value of index that evaluates
the investment effectiveness. Table 4 reveals that the third investment has major positive
impact of the power system improvement. Figure 4-8 represents the investments and the value
of the index QPI .

Figure 4-8: Assessed investments based on the value of the obtained QPI
4.4.3

API

Based on the proposed method described above and considering the investments discussed in
heading 4.2 Investments, the next results are exposed (according to equation (3.3) and
represented descending):
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Investment

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

API  MVAh/€ 

0.6877107241

0.2356574479

0.0883127953

0.0709978216

Table 5: Investments and the appropriate API sorted descending
The values of the API are represented on Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9: Investment assessment based on the value of the apparent power losses
(magnitude) index API
In conclusion, it can be stated that the bigger the difference of the magnitudes, the more positive
the impact of the investment.
4.4.4 VPI
To test the method for investment’s efficiency assessed by voltage improvement impact, we
once more consider the four investments. To begin with equations (3.4) and (3.5), the difference
between the voltage magnitudes for each bus for every investment is calculated. For instance,
on Figure 4-10, the voltage magnitude difference (error) is identified according to equation
(3.6), for the 1st investment, for hour h . It can be noticed that if the voltage profile at the bus is
improved, the difference is positive, thus summing the overall voltage magnitude difference for
every hour and a time period of one year, will consequently result with the sum that will be
used to help us discover the investment that has the major positive voltage improvement impact.
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Figure 4-10: Voltage magnitude difference according to equation (3.6)
Figure 4-10 demonstrates that the voltage magnitude V for busses 2 to 29 is increased,
meaning that the investment has a positive impact, or increases the voltage profile within the
subscribed power quality boundaries.
The following results are revealed from the simulation (sorted descending):
Investment

3rd

4th

2nd

1st

VPI  p.uh/€ 

0.00325489009

0.0006553496

0.0001475492

0.0001065679

Table 6: Values of the voltage profile improvement index VPI
The values are also represented graphically on Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Classified investments according to the index VPI
Results show, that bigger the sum of the overall voltage difference the positive the voltage
improvement and the positive the impact of the investment.
4.4.5 Indices comparison
On Table 7 manifestation of the sorted investment sequencing observed during the method
testing is represented. In order to achieve minimum real power losses by including a new
investment into base test network the RPI index [MWh/€] proposes the following order of
investing: 2, 4, 3 and 1. That is, the 2 investment for her price worth has the most positive
impact on decreasing the real power losses after inclusion. In addition, if the power system
operators confront with the issue of deciding which investment they should include in order to
provoke minimum real losses, the answer will be 2 investment. Nevertheless, if the major accent
is set to explore whether the reactive power losses after investment’s inclusion are decreased or
increased the QPI index [MVArh/€] is used. Investments prioritization according to the QPI
index is made as following: 3, 4, 1 and 2. In this case for example, the 3 investment provokes
minimal reactive power losses in branches. The API index [MVAh/€] represents both the real
and reactive power losses impact (magnitude) (discussed in heading 3.3 Apparent power losses
magnitude index (API)). The VPI index [p.uh/€] represents the voltage profile improvement
due to the investment candidate considering the investment’s price worth. The sorted
investments sequence is: 3, 4, 2 and 1. By including the 3 investment, the voltage profile of the
base test model is improved the most, meaning that the voltage magnitude at pointed buses of
the tested model has increased in comparison to the other investment candidates.
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Index

Investment

RPI  MWh/€ 

2nd

4th

3rd

1st

QPI  MVArh/€ 

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

API  MVAh/€ 

3rd

4th

1st

2nd

VPI  p.uh/€ 

3rd

4th

2nd

1st

Table 7: Indices comparison
Basically, the preferred investment is the 3rd investment where a new line connecting the
Area 1 and Area 2 is constructed. Moreover, the reactive and apparent power losses are
decreased so as the voltage profile is improved.
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5 Conclusions
On the basis of the simulated results in this master thesis, it can be concluded that the exposed
indices are meaningful and can help with assessing the investment efficiency in the tested
electrical power system. The newly proposed indices yield the correlation between the technical
impacts (real, reactive, apparent power losses and voltage profile improvement) caused by the
new investment inclusion and the overall investment cost (technical impact per monetary unit).
As a consequence to which of the technical impact they refer, the indices are appointed as RPI
(real power losses index), QPI (reactive power losses index), API (apparent power losses
magnitude index) and VPI (voltage profile improvement index).
The proposed indices are revealed by conducting simulations on the New England (39-bus) test
network model. Four new investments were proposed. Moreover, simulation of different
operation states (with Monte Carlo) for a time period of one year were conducted, for each
investment one at a time and the ratio between the technical improvement due to the investment
and the overall investment cost was observed. Therefore, each investment was assessed
conforming to the newly proposed four indices. For example, the index RPI will provide us
with the information on that whether after we include the investment will have an influence on
increasing or decreasing the real power losses. By calculating the RPI for every investment we
have created a sorted sequence of investments regarding the fact which one of them decreases
the most the real power losses. The same approach was used in exposing the rest of the indices
that refer on the power losses (QPI and API). The index that observes the voltage profile
improvement compares the voltage magnitude at the buses of the reference test model and the
model with included investment. Therefore, voltage change error for a time period of one year,
for every hour is calculated, summed and VPI calculated, meaning an adequate sorted sequence
of investments was created by considering the most beneficial impact on the voltage profile for
the given price worth of the investment.
In conclusion, the future direction will be expanding the scope of this master thesis. That is to
say, testing of the proposed indices to different network models and observe the results.
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